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need of the psyche in order to be capable of life, so the psyche
presupposes the living body in order that its images
may live.
Mind and body are indeed a pair of opposites and, as such,
they are the expression of one being whose essential nature
is not knowable either from material phenomena or from inner,
Xurect perception. We know that, according to. an ancient
view, man develops from the coming together of a soul and
a body. But it is more correct to speak of an unknowable
living being, concerning the ultimate nature of which nothing
can be said except that our references to it vaguely express
an essential notion of life. This living being appears from
without as the material body, but viewed from within it is
a series of images of life—activities taking place within the
body. The one is the other, and we cannot escape the doubt
that perhaps this whole separation of mind and body may
finally prove to be merely a device of the reason in its pursuit
of self-consciousness—a separation, indispensable to cognition,
of one and the same fact into two aspects, to which we then
illegitimately attribute independent existence.
Science has never been able to seize upon the riddle of life,
either in organic matter or in the mysterious trains of mental
imagery, consequently we are still in search of the ' living
being' whose existence we must postulate in a condition
beyond experience. Whoever is familiar with the abysses
of physiology will become dizzy at the thought, and whoever
has any acquaintance with the mind will feel what a desperate
venture is the thought that this amazing mirror-thing should
ever attain anything approaching ' knowledge'.
Taking this point of view one might easily abandon hope
of ever arriving at anything fundamental concerning that
obscure and manifold thing we call' spirit', Yet one asser-
tion, I think, may be made : Just as'the ' living being' is a
summation of life in the body, so is ' spirit' a summation of
the essence of the mind; indeed the concept' spirit' is often
used interchangeably with the concept' mind \ Viewed thus

